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This report discusses the results of research to evaluate existing and/or
recommended safety/reliability assurance activities among nuclear and other
high technology industries for potential nuclear industry

implementation.

Since the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, there has been increased interest
in the use of reliability programs (RP) to assure the performance of nuclear
safety systems throughout the plant's lifetime [1]. Recently, several Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) task forces or safety issue review groups have
recommended RPs for assuring the continuing safety of nuclear reactor plants.
The NRC rulemaking action on anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) [2]
and the NRC staff investigation of the control rod insertion failures at Salem
[3] have both called for implementation of a voluntary RP by licensees to
ensure the reliability of their scram systems.
Point Hearings, the NRC staff recommended

In connection with the Indian
the integration

of risk and

reliability methods into the operation of Indian Point [4],
Shortly following TMI, the Department of Energy (DOE) and Electrical 'Power Research Institute
transfer

potential

(EPRI) sponsored studies [5-7] to determine the

of safety/reliability

aerospace and commercial aircraft programs.

assurance

approaches

used in

More recently, NRC-sponsored

studies [8,9] identified activities practiced in these and military programs
that could be used in the nuclear industry.

Studies .to date have made only
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rather broad generalizations on the benefits or costs of such programs or
their

activities.

No study

has defined and then actually

R e l i a b i l i t y Program with existing u t i l i t y

integrated a

operations programs for potential

if ndustry -wide implementation.
To derive a reasonable structure for an integrable R e l i a b i l i t y Program
and identify i t s key a c t i v i t i e s , the NRC's Division of Risk Analysis i n the
Office of Research contracted the Reactor Analysis and Safety Division of
Argonne National

Laboratory

Draper Laboratories
industries

(CSDL).

(ANL) in collaboration with the Charles Stark
Early efforts

and s a f e t y / r e l i a b i l i t y

in this research reviewed other

approaches;

investigated

current

nuclear

regulations and practices vis-a-vis a s a f e t y / r e l i a b i l i t y integration approach;
and evaluated current risk-important issues [10-13] to determine s a f e t y / r e l i a b i l i t y needs.

Recent work has coalesced this information into a recommended

RP structure with preliminary definition of a c t i v i t i e s .

A summary of i n v e s t i -

gations to date and associated results is as follows:
The f i r s t

major task surveyed specific

safety-critical

programs under

NASA and military direction, assessed related Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) practices, and reviewed the existing l i t e r a t u r e for t r a n s f e r a b i l i t y of
useful

practices.

Fundamental differences

in the way space and military

programs are developed, funded, and regulated made transferability conclusions
tenuous.
attractive

However, i t was concluded that commercial airline/FAA practices have
features from which the nuclear industry could benefit.

These

include the use of industry representatives who monitor and approve various
production and manufacturing phases for the FAA; maintenance issues such as
certification

of

personnel,

FAA/industry

interactions,

failure

experience

feedback, and reliability-centered-maintenance; and the anonymous reporting of
the "Aviation Safety Reporting System".

Some of these relate d i r e c t l y to RP
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iiitegration

within

an individual

plant;

others

imply

a new approach

to

regulatory/industry interfacing across the industry.
The second major task involved the benchmarking and evaluating of the
existing

nuclear

regulations

and practices

relevant

to

safety/reliability

Integration for comparison with other industry programs as cited above.

It

was concluded that the current body of NRC rules, requirements and guidance
allows more freedom in accomplishing r e l i a b i l i t y and quality assurance than
other high tech regulations.
on

operating

reactors

On the other hand, the Technical Specifications

impose

overly

limiting

requirements

on

licensees

relative to say, the maintenance specifications imposed on commercial airlines
(which may be relaxed

if

equipment

performance

justifies

it).

Nuclear

regulations have the framework in which to integrate, not add, a r e l i a b i l i t y
performance-based regulatory program that could both reduce risk and relieve
licensees of overly r e s t r i c t i v e operating practices.
The third major task involved reviewing current risk-dominant issues to
identify

safety/reliability

Here an in-depth
Interim R e l i a b i l i t y
Sequence

Analysis

important to r i s k .
Plant

specific

reviewed.
identify

integration practices

to address these issues.

review was made of existing analyses generated for

the

Evaluation Program (IREP) [14] and the Severe Accident
(SASA)

program

[15,16]

for

the

Browns

Ferry

systems

WASH-1400 [17] assumptions were reviewed for comparison.

information

such as

emergency

operating

instructions

was

Licensee Event Reports (LERs) for these systems were analyzed to
the dominant causes of f a i l u r e indicated by operating experience.

The core melt probability was used as a quantitative measure of safety.

The

work in this task confirmed, not surprisingly except for degree, the dominance
of dependent (common cause) failures on risk-important sequences involving
complex nuclear

systems and highlighted the importance of the operator(s)

being able to recover safety functions during an accident.
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The fourth and ongoing major task of this research has been to distill
the results of the above and aforementioned related work to develop a viable
structure for an RP that could be integrated with existing operations and
recommend specific RP activities.

It was concluded that the elements that

should constitute a Reliability Program would include a safety/reliability
asressment program; a failure reporting, evaluation, and corrective action
program; and dedicated tasks that integrate these programs with the day-to-day
operating, surveillance, and maintenance of the plant with emphasis on those
systems/activities/requirements

having

an

impact

on

risk.

Value/inpact

analysis using the guidelines

of Ref. 18 is being used to screen the

individual activities within each program element to define the scope of each
of these elements. This analysis and the development of a plausible prototype
for the interfaces of a Reliability

Program with a licensee's

design,

operations, maintenance, and QA programs is currently under study at ANL.
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